  Notes  on " lowside collapse[ understeer].  VIDEO.

  This is an important  technical  aspect of our vehicle.  Here  is shown  two  deliberate  " low  side"   events.  This vehicle cant " low side"  like a conventional STV  or  a Virtual STV  [ Piaggio  Mp3].

  A  Piaggio  MP3[ for example]  has  no  roll  stability.

  Here  we must  get a little  technical  and differentiate  between  " roll"  and " tilt"   and some use these terms  incorrectly.

  Roll  is what occurs on vehicle  suspension.  Tilt  is what occurs  via the vehicle tilting mechanism.

  In a vehicle  manually balanced  there is no tilt  stability  simply because a lack of  tilt stability is necessary to allow  the driver to balance  the vehicle.
 When traction is lost  on the front wheels  there  is no mechanism  to control the tilt position and the vehicle will [ must]  fall down.

  Another   incorrect assumption  is that two  wheels give " more traction"  but this is not correct.  If you double  the contact patch  area  you simply  reduce the pressure  between the patch  and the road   accordingly  and the overall traction remains the same.  Its  a fundamental  characteristic  of the physics  of friction.  Concepts used  in race cars  do not apply  to road going vehicles  where tyres must work  in all conditions.

  To illustrate  this  point  we have tuned  the vehicle  so that the  two front  tyres  loose  traction before the  single  rear  tyre.

  Compare  this  video  with  the video  " hydroplane  oversteer"  to see  that the fundamentals  have been completely  reversed  and now the rear tyre sticks like glue and the front  tyres let go  and slide  outwards.

  It must be stressed  that here  the vehicle does not fall onto  " tilt  stops"   No.. indeed  is simply falls  onto  the drivers held  position  on the control  so that  the driver  feels  a torque reversal  in his control[ steering wheel]  which  being   power  assisted  is only a minor  force  and this force[ torque]  informs the driver  that the front wheels have lost  traction  and   the vehicle has " fallen  onto"  its  suspension  limits  [NOT  tilt limits].  The driver  can " feel"  the normally positive torque[ always observed in a corner]  trend  towards  negative  long before  this event occurs.  In this way  he instinctively knows  that the front  wheels are  loosing  traction  and so  increasing slip angle...  and so  opening  the steered path.  Normally  the driver  will "back  off"  when he starts to feel the torque  in the control  start to diminish but here I have pushed  the vehicle deliberately  to  the point where  the front tyres completely loose  traction.  In other words  the slip angle of the front tyres have been pushed past  the point where a tyre can  provide  any   lateral  thrust .   But  now  the tyres  act  to slow  the vehicle speed  and soon the speed has dropped to the point where  the tyres can  again provide  conventional grip  and the driver continues  on his way.

In other tilting vehicles this would result in a " low side fall"   but in our vehicle it is a " non event" .

This  is because the AGIX  vehicle has  roll  stabilty  AND  tilt  stability  independent  of traction.

